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The Faculty’s Appeal process is in place to provide students who have been academically excluded for breaking the progression rules with the opportunity to appeal against the decision. This is done by providing the committee with the necessary reasons and proof of why you, as a student, could not adhere to the progression rules.

Please refer to the end of the document to accustom yourself to the faculty’s progression rules. If you feel that you are at risk for breaking one or more of these rules, please keep to the following process:

1. Check your ufs4life e-mail address regularly for ANY UFS communication on your exclusion or appeal.

2. Ensure you read the exclusion letter thoroughly to see what is expected of you. Take special note of the date by which the appeal must be submitted.

3. Gather all relevant information and evidence. Ensure that the information and evidence are aligned with your motivation.

4. Submit the appeal application with evidence to the email address stated in the letter. This is a live link and will take you to the correct email address.

5. Wait for the outcome.

6. Depending on your outcome, you will proceed as follows:
   - **Approved:** You may continue with your academic programme, given some conditions. Contact your programme director for assistance and provide them with the outcome letter as proof.
   - **Denied:** You may not continue with your academic programme in the Faculty. You may Request the URRT to review the decision. The information on how to go about submitting to URRT will be in the letter. Please read the letter thoroughly.
IMPORTANT: You may only appeal if you have been academically excluded. Do not attempt the appeal process just because you feel at risk. Wait until you receive the communication on your ufs4life email.

If you have been excluded and failed to submit your appeal application, or if your appeal was denied by both the RAC and the URRT, you will remain academically excluded. You can then only reapply to UFS for admission after a period of 12 months, but not more than 24 months. Example: If you were excluded on the results of 2022 and did not appeal or were denied, you will not be able to study in 2023. You can then reapply in 2023 to study in 2024.

No late appeals or URRT reviews are accepted. Please keep to the deadlines stated in the letters.

PROGRESSION RULES NAS4

a) 64 credits per year to continue next year.
b) 32 credits per semester to continue.
c) 30% minimum to repeat a module only 1 time.
d) Only 9 or 12 modules may be repeated in total.
e) 100% class attendance for repetition.
f) 120 1st year and 48 2nd year credits after 3 years.
g) 80 credits pass to register for next year modules.
h) Not 1- and 3-year modules in the same year.
i) Residential period is minimum + 2 years.
j) Max of 4 modules outstanding extend residential period.
k) If fail, only 64 credits allowed to register.
l) One additional 16-credit module per semester.
n) 45% semester mark to write examination.